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Always great to hear from you.  But youdon't tell us about the boys!!  Our
temperature jumps around like a yo--yo.  But as long as the sun is shining I don't
mind.  At least it's shining for election day.  Who did you vote for or shouldn't I ask.
This is the first time, and I think the very first time I am not going to vote.  We
should have gotten an absentee ballot but I think at that time we were both too
bleary-eyed to decide on whom to vote for and I want to stay out of crowds for
awhile lest I get the same thing over again.  Boy I sure don't want that again.!! The
spirit is willing but the knees are still a little shaky especially in the morning but I am
doing some light housework again.  The spa, etc. sounds wonderful.  They have
those here too.  Maybe I should try one.  Daddy is doing pretty good. Just
sometimes he doesn't know what to do so I have to direct him.  Other times he''s
pretty sharp.  Right now he's shredding stuff.  I have found since our illness the kids
have kind of come together and are concerned about us.  The way things are set up
in the trust there shouldn't be any fuss.  Everything is divided equally. Have 5
tomato plants in that Carole got for me.  That will be the extent of my gardening
this year.  Anita and the kids are coming up one day next week during spring break
to go a few things around here.  Kind of reminded me of the mission trps she used
to go one to help the po" folk but that's all right.  I will be good to see faces other
than ours.  We made it to S.S. last week and it was so good to see everyone again
plus we have a marvelous teacher for 6 weeks!  Well, enough yakking.  Love you'al.
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